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ABSTRACT: The semantic similarity between images is an important point for measuring in various tasks such as 

community mining, relation extraction, etc.Thus it is challenging task for measuring the semantic relationship between 

two or more words. In this paper, a vertical search engine, which will integrate both text and visual features to improve 

image retrieval performance, is presented. In the vertical search, there is a better chance to integrate visual and textual 

features firstly, text contexts are organized hence, focused crawlers/parsers are able to identify patterns and also the link 

text descriptions and images. 

In the propose system, with explicit meaning each tag can be seen as a concept.Thus, in propose system some equations  

to measure their semantic relatedness will used which will based on co-occurrence of two concepts.  Web image search 

engines are still incomplete. The work will be enhanced by implementing the both tags based and description based 

which will improve the image retrieval performance. Moreover, with domain knowledge,the similarity measures image 

features will be selected that are more effective for the domain. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Now a days Big data is considered as an important concept. So it is necessary to capture ,manage and process this big 

data within short time  and retrieve the accurate result from it. The semantics of multimedia is important for multimedia 

based applications such as youtube. Thus for organizing multimedia resources, semantic link network model is 

used[1].There are lots of resources on the web, hence semantic link network model is used to establish associated 

relations among them. When adequate annotations are available then searching image collections is perceptive. For 

similarities between all text-based queries and also the image captions , keyword-based search techniques can 

efficiently  used for computing, satisfying the requirements of many image users.  Images must be first annotated, but 

most of the images are not labeled, and online annotation is expensive, as nouns will refer to annotations that will 

describe the image content, i.e., objects (e.g. \animal") or concepts (e.g., \forest").From two different angle the image 

auto-annotation has been addressed. By a managed learning problem first one defines annotation, and associates words 

to images this will done by defining classes, each one corresponding to a word, or a set of words defining a concept, 

followed by training of each visual class model with manually given label to images, image classification into one or 

more classes, and finally annotating by inseminating the corresponding class words. This approach clearly separates the 

textual from the visual components, which will compute similarity at the visual level. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

In [2] this paper provides associate degree understanding of current technologies in image looking out on the net, 

for multimedia system applications future areas points of improvement is discussed. Author has a tendency to develop a 

scientific set of image queries to assess the competency and performance of the foremost image search engines. Author 

discover that current technology is just able to deliver a median preciseness of around fourty second and a median 

recall of around twelve-tone music, whereas the simplest performer’s square measure capable of manufacturing over 

seventieth for preciseness and around twenty seventh for recall. The explanations for such variations, and mechanisms 

for search improvement, are indicated. 
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In [3] author used an optimization Real Life, Real Users, and Real Needs. A Study and Analysis of User Queries 

on the Web We analyzed transaction logs containing 51,473 queries posed by 18,113 users of Excite , a major Internet 

search service. Author provide data on: (i) sessions - changes in queries, number of pages viewed during a session (ii) 

queries - the number of  terms which is searched, and the use of logic and modifiers, and (iii) terms - In this their 

rank/frequency distribution is there and the most highly used search terms. To gain intuition to the characteristic of the 

web user author has shifted the focus of analysis from the query to the user.  

In [4]   author survey almost 300 key theoretical and experimental contributions in the current decade related to 

image retrieval and automatic image annotation, and in the process discuss the spawning of related subfields.  To build 

systems that can be useful in the real world author also discussed important challenges involved in the adaptation of 

existing image retrieval techniques.  

In [5] author has addressed two fundamental problems in machine learning the author developed new optimization 

and estimation techniques. These new techniques present as the base for the Automatic Linguistic Indexing of Pictures 

Real Time (ALIPR) system of fully automatic and  for online pictures high speed annotation In particular, the D2-

clustering method,  to group objects which is represented  by bags of weighted vectors the k-means for vectors, is 

developed.  

In [6] author presents a novel object recognition algorithm which performs automatic dataset collecting and 

incremental model learning. The objective of this work is for detecting and searching for objects in real-world clustered 

scenes. The tremendous resources of the web for learning the object category models is used.The knowledge of objects 

is contiguously updated by humans when new examples are observed. The framework emulates this human learning 

process by iteratively accumulating model knowledge and image examples. 

III. PROPOSE SYSTEM 

In propose system there will be client server architecture in which the admin  will do login into his individual systems 

and annotate images with different tags  and write description of that perticular image and then upload them into 

servers database. Different clients retrieve images by typing name of images. The search engine, which will search 

images both tag based and description based  to improve image retrieval performance. In the search, there will have a 

better chance to integrate tags from description and textual features. Description of each image is written and hence, to 

identify different  main words from description, crawlers/parsers and tokenization will be used. Moreover, by using TF-

IDF(Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency), the image tagswill be selected and then similarity measures is 

calculated that are more effective for the field.There will be further associate both types of features to build a bridge 

across the semantic gap.      

For the similarity measure in propose system the Cosine similarity method will be used. In this, two terms are similar in 

terms of “visual semantics” if they are used to describe visually similar items. Since each term is used to describe many 

items, the similarity is assessed statistically across all the items described by terms, weight vector and visual 

representation (mean vector) for the two terms t1 and t2. The similarity between t1 and t2 is defined as the similarity of 

two weighted mean vectors.In this each term vector (in visual feature space) is weighted by its weight vector.In this 

way, in proposed system the semantic similarities between text terms will be get  computed, and such semantic 

similarities are coherent with human visual perception in this particular application domain. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The aim of proposed system is to integrate textual and visual features for better search performance.  Text terms in the 

visual feature space will be presented and going to develope a text-guided weighting scheme for visual features. Such 

weighting scheme guesses user intention from the query terms, and increases the visual features that are important 

toward such intention. It is effective and capable of bridging the semantic gap.The relationships between textual 

features which is extracted from product descriptions and image features extracted from product pictures will be 

discover. 
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